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Camaraderie is what belonging to our motor club is all about
Meetings:
General meetings are held on the second Wednesday of the month (except January) starting at
7:30pm upstairs at the Milton Ulladulla Bowling Club in St. Vincent Street, Ulladulla.
Wheel Nuts a casual get-together first Sunday each month (January if so inclined) –10am
Ulladulla Harbour.
Monthly runs: Unless otherwise advised, all events will start from (when heading South)
assemble on the Princess Hwy Ulladulla south of the Soldiers Club (but not before or in front of)
but far down about opposite Lynns Removals – And heading North on the highway north of the
Milton BP Servo and just before Corks Lane – See page 16 for events
Membership: Due each year 30 June – Joining fee per person – $20.00
Single membership – $40.00
Joint membership – $50.00
Club magazine includes six-issues with postage & handling – $10.00
Regalia: Club polo shirts and jackets including name on either if required, can be ordered by
contacting Gill Gibson – email: gibsongill4@gmail.com or alteratively – Phone: 4454 3669.
When making payment to the club for membership, regalia or special events electronically
please ensure you enter your surname and what the money is for ………e.g. J Smith, fees
BSB 802 124 Account No. 112835
Front cover is this edition’s feature vehicle – see Page 8

President’s message
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Welcome to the latest edition of Classic Talk.
Hi Members,
Well winter is upon us and hopefully Covid is behind us.
Thankfully for the last couple of months we have not had
to cancel any Events.
I was unable to attend the last General Meeting due to a
good dose of the flu. My son flew in from Alice Springs and
we travelled to Ebor up in the New England ranges to look
at property he was interested in. What an incredible
journey that turned out to be and, I can assure you all there
is a Book in it. Anyhow he went home with his bank account
intact and, I got the flu.
On Tuesday 31st May, Roger Guest and I travelled to
Strathfield Event Centre for the General Meeting of C.M.C our governing body and ‘ear’ to
Transport N.S.W. There were approximately 70 delegates from Car Clubs from all over the State.
In future these meetings will be conducted on Zoom, hence no need to travel to Sydney. Currently,
I don’t have access to the minutes of the meeting to bring you up to date with new developments.
Roger, who has attended these meeting in the past, introduced me to the President of CMC
Terry Thompson OAM, a very likeable and knowledgeable chap who has been in that position for
many years.
Most of our Events are being well attended. However, we would like to see more newcomers
so we can get to know them.
Our Lake Conjola Brunch was transferred to Narrawallee Reserve due to overcrowding with
Easter and school holidays.
A beautiful sunny day and a good roll up for our South Catch Seafood run to Batemans Bay.
We had another sunny day for our run to Bawley Point for coffee and we were well supported
by our Bawley local members.
I was unable to attend the Mother Day picnic at Lions Park due to a death in the family. However,
was assured it was a great success with some of our older long-time members attending.
Our last run was to the Majors Creek pub on Sunday 12th June for lunch, good roll up and good
food along with another nice sunny day.
Our Events man Geoff and his wife Bev have been away on their second honeymoon, forgotten
how many years they were celebrating. Geoff told me once in a phone call that it has been rather
wet during their travels. Roger filled in while Geoff was away.
I have had several complaints from our lady members concerning our southbound departure
point on the Highway. This is due to uneven ground and danger when getting in and out of
vehicles in the current location. So, in future we will meet approx. 200m further down in flat
bitumen area almost opposite Lynns Removals.
Our 30th Anniversary is fast approaching so please keep Sunday 17th July free to attend at the
Lake Tabourie Caravan Park. Geoff will keep you up to date with catering arrangements and we
would like to see maximum attendance.
Cheers,

Tom Turner

Please support all our advertisers where- and whenever you can

Through the windscreen
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Australia Post’s new executive team announced.
The following tells us why it costs so much to send a letter:
Group Chief Executive Officer & Managing Director Paul Graham said that he had finalised his
new leadership team after his first four months in the job and, following feedback from customers and
stakeholders from across the network.
“My new team will be able to better position Australia Post to enhance experiences for its
customers – wherever they are in the country, and every time they need our help – including through
our Post Offices, customer care, delivery network and digital channels.”
The team includes – Rod Barnes, Executive General Manager Network Operations (January
2016); Rodney Boys, Group Chief Financial Officer (May 2019); Sue Davies, Executive General
Manager People & Culture (February 2015); Tammy Mangos, Executive General Manager
Community, Sustainability & Stakeholder Engagement, who is a recent appointment along with
Catriona Noble, Executive General Manager Retail.
They will be joined by Gary Starr, Executive General Manager Customer & Commercial (January
2016) and Leonie Valentine, Executive General Manager Customer Experience & Digital (January
2022).

This just confirms that old adage of too many chiefs and not enough Indians; is so true!

Keep those old wheels rollin’ and enjoy the ride

Bits & pieces
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Proto-Porsche: 1939 Type 64

The 1962 Ford Stiletto

Following his work on the development of the
Volkswagen Type 1 (then known as the Type 60 or
KdF-Wagen), but years before the launch of the
Porsche 356, Ferdinand Porsche was responsible
for another sports car based upon the “People’s
Car.” The VW Type 60K10 — commonly referred to
as the Porsche Type 64 — was developed for a prewar race between Berlin and Rome that never
happened but, remains the unmistakable link in the
chain between Volkswagen and Porsche. Three
were built, of which two survive today, the most
original 1939 Porsche Type 64 chassis 38/41.

It’s difficult to imagine this radical design ever
becoming the 1965 Mustang, but it’s an interesting
machine in its own right.

The development of the VW Type 60 undoubtedly
furthered Porsche’s career but, left him with little
satisfaction. Porsche wanted to develop sports and
racing cars, but in pre-war Germany such things
were seen as extravagances, neither needed nor
desired by the party and its people. Porsche
repeatedly made attempts to obtain funding for a
sports version of the Type 60, but each time his
request was denied. He even attempted to go it
alone, only to find Volkswagen unwilling or unable
to sell him the spare parts needed for construction.
That changed in early 1939, when the German
government announced a road race from Berlin,
Germany, to Rome, Italy, scheduled to take place
in early September of the same year. It was a
political ploy, meant to showcase Germany’s newly
built Autobahn as well as the KdF-Wagen, and the
date of the race was to coincide with the start of the
car’s production. Suddenly, Porsche had his
approval to build three racing cars based upon the
VW Type 60 but, little time to complete the task

The development program at Ford Motor Company
that led to the 1965 Mustang was a big deal for the
Dearborn carmaker. Just to show how serious it
was, Ford design VP Gene Bordinat placed all three
of his design studios in a head-to-head competition
to create an exterior design for new vehicle, which
was known as the Special Falcon project early on.
With all hands-on deck, the Ford studio, the
Lincoln-Mercury Studio, and the Advanced Design
studio each submitted multiple designs in the
contest. It was a Ford Studio proposal originally
drafted by Gale Halderman that won the day and
eventually became the production Mustang. But the
also-rans included several intriguing designs as
well including this one from the Advanced Design
Studio that was called the Stiletto.
Introduced to the Ford brass on August 16, 1962,
along with the rest of the Special Falcon proposals,
the Stiletto shares almost nothing with any
production Mustang. In fact, it’s a stretch to
visualize the Stiletto as a production vehicle at all.
The front and rear bumpers are wildly impractical,
offering little or no protection. And the Stiletto name
itself isn’t exactly warm and fuzzy, either.
Like all the proposals in the Special Falcon
project, the Stiletto was designed to share the
compact Falcon platform and use the full
complement of inline-six and small V8 powertrains.
But with its radical front end treatment, prominent
bright metal, and severe, dramatic lines, it’s easier
to imagine the Stiletto not as a Mustang, but as a
future Thunderbird

Bits and pieces
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Netherlands’ car museum
The Den Hartogh Ford Museum in the Netherlands might hold the Guinness world record for the
largest private collection of Fords in the world, but it has struggled to bring younger visitors
through its doors in recent years. Something museum officials will attempt to counteract by
thinning out nearly a quarter of the museum’s collection.
The museum, which Netherlands-based collector Piet den Hartogh began assembling in 1956.
He opened it to the public in 1997, encompasses 5000 square metres in Hillegom, enough space
for more than 200 Ford Motor Company vehicles – including those built by Ford and by Lincoln –
from 1903 to 1948. Stock Model Ts and Model As comprise many of the vehicles in the collection.
Von Hartogh, in his world travels, also collected a number of coach-built and European Fords as
well as Ford trucks and even an in-factory fire engine that Heineken donated to the museum.
While the museum has continued to add to its collection, Guinness certified the museum when
it had 206 cars, but the museum’s website now boasts 214 cars. However, attracting young
people in significant numbers seems to be a problem for the museum. Last year’s temporary
Mustang exhibit at the drove that point home. According to museum staffer Mart Minke, the exhibit
brought in plenty of visitors who identified with Mustangs and other cars from later decades, but
presumably not so much with the Ts and As.
So, to “make the museum a bit younger,” in Minke’s words, museum officials have decided to
add post-war cars to the collection, a move that requires selling off some of its pre-war cars. It will
do so in an online auction with 47 of the museum’s cars to be listed. The lots include almost an
equal number of Model Ts, Model As, trucks, and early V-8s, among them a Model AA-based fire
engine, a 1937 V-8-powered 16-seat coach, a 1911 Model T speedster, a 1931 Model A Town
Car delivery van, and a Russian-built 1938 four-door sedan. Price estimates are from €8,000
(about $10,500) to €35,000 (about $46,000).
Museum officials have not yet said what vehicles they intend to replace these 47 with.

Bits & pieces
Unique Modified Buick and Curtiss Aerocar
Travel Trailer
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How Has This 1987 Buick GNX Remained
Unsold Decades Later?

This image features a Buick tow car and a “Zephyr”
Curtiss “Aerocar” – the car, reported to be a 1934
Buick Series 90 model 96. It is powered by a 344cid
ohv straight-eight engine producing 116-hp backed
up by a three-speed transmission in a chassis with
a 136″ wheelbase.

However, the chassis may have been lengthened
and equipped with truck wheels in the manner that
the Goodyear Airwheel Buick tow-cars were made
by the Flxible Co. of Loudonville, Ohio

Out of the only 547 examples made during the
single year run of the 1987 Buick GNX, this is one
that has very low miles on the clock, with only 184miles. Not only is this a low-mileage example, it’s
also never been sold, technically making it a new
car.
The thing that makes it unique is it's a brand-new
car. It still has the window sticker and has sat in the
window of a Buick dealership since 1987.
Back in 1987, the Buick GNX carried an RRP of
around $29,389, or nearly a tenth of what you can
expect to pay for one with that kind of mileage in
2022. However, the cars did sell for more than that
during their time when they started hitting the east
coast first, with some selling for big dollars.
This example was allocated to Boulevard Buick of
Signal Hill, California, where is has since resided on
display for 35 years. The dealership took out a fullpage ad to solicit bids on the car, but not a single
offer came about.
Although the warranty is no longer valid, the GNX
is still for sale. There apparently have been tyre
kickers amongst the renewed interest for the
extremely rare special edition.
The car was listed for sale on ‘Bring A Trailer’ at
the beginning of the year, but failed to meet the
reserve, with the highest bid of $150,000

Feature
Going Overland
This beautiful example of our automotive past
belongs to long-term club member Graham
Sawyer. In fact, it doesn’t just belong to him – he
rebuilt it and, personalised it as an Overland
Speedster, it was originally a tourer. However, he
lusted for down-to-earth veteran motoring – flies in
the teeth, wind in the hair – of the early 1900s.

How did it come to be in his possession? The
original owner was driving it from Melbourne to
Brisbane during mid-1920, and it broke down
(failing to proceed) at Guyra on the New England
Highway. It then sat at a relative’s property in a
partially open shed until the mid-70s – the original
owner never returned to collect it. The local
postman had passed it many times and, as it
happen mentioned it to a friend. Then as if a chain
letter, the news got around reaching one Kevin
Piggott, who was well known in the vintage car
fraternity. He went to Guyra to purchase it, bringing
it to Sydney. Kevin’s 21-year-old son who was
doing a journeyman panel beating course started
working on it. As the front guards were in a sad
state, so he started work on them. However, soon
after, he was unfortunately killed in a motorcycle
accident. Kevin just pushed it down to the back of
the shed.
Graham says, “It was the mid-90s and I was
keen to buy a veteran era car and got talking with
Kevin about the Overland – he said, I want nothing
to do with it, so if you want to buy it come over and
get it. So, I went over to pick it up and got home
with it on a trailer and, a ute loaded with all the parts
that had been removed – my wife Kerrie took one
look and said, good heavens you should be taking
that lot to the tip.”
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speedsters or runabouts, the name some other US
car manufacturers, like Mercer, Maxwell, Haynes
and Stutz with its ‘Bearcat’, called them. The idea
was to display their prowess as not just a builder of
tourers and roadsters to convey the family through
the countryside. Suppose you were a sporting
person in the first decade of the twentieth century
and, you wanted to purchase a nifty motorcar that
reflected your sporting nature. After all, you wanted
to have fun and adventure at a time when exploring
the world in a car was the new thing to do.
So back in the workshop Graham decided to
firstly get to the heart of the restoration and get
started on the three-litre engine. He says, “We were
living at the time in Mt. Kembla the driveway had a
20 odd degree incline and I thought I’m going to do
a big-end with an engine that’s splash fed, I’ll have
to fit an oil pump.” He says he purchased a Holden
Torana oil pump
which nestled
in perfectly and
drove off the
magneto drive
on the camshaft.
It was then a
matter of getting
oil feed to the
front
main
bearing
and
delicately drilling
the crankshaft
from the front
main journal to
number one crankpin, then on to number two
crankpin. Then from there to the centre main and
so on to feed three and four big-ends and the rear
main. “That wasn’t an easy task, in fact it was a hell
of a job, but it had to be done. I then ran a small
diameter high pressure nylon tube to feed the
camshaft bearings. And then made and fitted an
adjustable pressure relieve valve, which I’ve set at
27psi,” he says with a smile.”
He continues, “Next on the agenda was to get the
chassis and springs prepared so I could fit the axles
and get it up on its feet, so to speak.

The journey begins
Graham is a perfectionist in all he turns his hand to
– believe me I know, as I’ve photographed and
written about the two 1930 Chryslers, he’d restored
previously some years ago.
So, with the Overland and, what Kerrie thought to
be scrap unloaded and sitting in his shed, Graham
was keen to start work. He’d hatched a plan, you
see the Overland had a tourer body and, he wanted
to rebuild it as a speedster. Overland Speedsters
were the pinnacle of the marque, as were

Then I got started on the body – the scuttle was
an interesting challenge. Firstly, I made a model
using 10-thou shims, bending them in half widths

Feature
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with a progressive
reduction of the
height and width.
Once I understood
how to achieve it, I
applied
sheet
aluminium to cover
the full-size wooden
frame scuttle.”

Starting to take shape
The rear semi-elliptical springs are unusually
mounted, but Graham says, they give a beautiful
smooth ride with the rear quarter ellipse holding the

With than done he then
had to make the seats.
“I got the clue on how to
manufacture them from a
yachty. I used five sheets of
1/4” thick bending ply, glued
them together and pulled
them into a half circle with
straps and secured them with
mechanical fasteners. They
are absolutely, rock solid and
once padded and trimmed are very supportive.”

rear transaxle – that’s right the non-synchro
gearbox is integral with the differential, giving better
weight distribution to the rear of the vehicle –
remember this vehicle was built over a century ago.
The rear wheel brakes operate externally via the
foot pedal and the internal shoes are operated with
the handbrake. Graham says, “The handbook
suggests for an emergency stop use both systems
in tandem. I’ve tried it and, it’s rather daunting as it
gives you massive sideslip.”
He eliminated the 1916 crank handle starting, by
fitting 12-volt electrics and an electric starter motor.
The speedo’s odometer only shows 25,000 miles
and it is thought that the fact it stood idle in Guyra
for some 50 odd years and had only travelled some
nine years before failing to proceed in mid-1920.

Graham and Kerrie enjoying motoring as
it was in early last century

Graham & Kerrie enjoying motoring as it was in early last century

Graham’s passion is not just
the pleasure of rebuilding
these old treasures from our
automotive past. When you
look at the quality of
workmanship entailed in this
most beautiful example of
motoring history. It’s not just a
restoration, but has been
totally rebuilt, by a man who is
a perfectionist and there is no
doubt, is a true craftsman.
He also believes in driving
them. Both he and wife Kerrie
attend as many veteran and
vintage motoring rallies as
time will permit – all over this
wide brown land of ours

Feature
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Overland’s history

Enter Edward Eager

Production locations were firstly in Terre Haute,
Indiana (1903-1905). Then moving to Indianapolis,
Indiana from 1905-1909 and finally to Toledo, Ohio
(1909-1926, 1939)
Claude Cox’s original Overland car was
developed in the early 1900s by the Standard
Wheel Company, of Terre Haute, Indiana. The
fledgling firm had already changed hands once
before John North Willys (pronounced Will-iss) who
was a New York car dealer and major Overland
customer, arrived to rescue it from oblivion in 1907.
Willys had ordered 500 Overlands and paid a
deposit of $10,000. When the cars were not
forthcoming, he travelled to Indiana, only to find
Overland on the point of closure. Willys then
secured credit, re-organised the company, and by
the summer of 1908 he was able to secure a larger
factory in Toledo, Ohio. The revitalised company

Eager was a native of the Toledo, Ohio district and,
in the 1900s had set up a shop selling used
automobiles – it would be inevitable the two would
establish a relationship. So it came to pass, after a
meeting with Willys, that Eagar would have
responsibility for overseas sales. Willys would
attend to the US domestic market. Eager who had
experience with the overseas markets, having
worked for both Goodyear and Henry Ford in
similar overseas roles.
Eager was keen to make his first port of call in
Australia as both the landmass and topography
were similar to the US. From what he had seen
locally of the Overland’s specification and, the
feedback as to its durability from owners, he
thought it would be a perfect fit for the land Down
Under. Apart from Australia he also visited New
Zealand with the demonstration car that he had
shipped, with him. The car was very well received
in both countries with great interest from several
car dealers he called on. A number placed orders
and keen to become involved as Overland dealers.
His next excursion was to the African countries,
again with a demonstration vehicle in tow. The
reception was positive towards the product and,
whilst in Cairo he drove the Overland across the
desert to the Sphinx, thus proving how well the
Overland could negotiate the sandy terrain.

Settling Down Under
went from strength to strength, production
increasing steadily until by the start of WW1 only
Ford could claim a higher output. Sliding-gear
transmissions had replaced the previous epicyclic
type in 1909, co-incidentally the same year that
Ford introduced the Model T that would use the
latter form of transmission for the next 17 years.
The four-cylinder Overland Speedster had righthand drive, as did all Overlands built before 1916,
when the factory switched to left-hand drive.
During 1914 the Toledo manufacturer offered two
four-cylinder, 35hp cars in August, together with a
50hp six, introduced in October 1914.

It was 1912 when Edward Eager decided to give up
the international travel and settle in Australia with
his family. He relinquished the African and Asia
territories lusting to settle the warmer climes of
Queensland, as he disliked the hostile winters in
Toledo. He wanted to make Brisbane home and
open an Overland dealership. Son Fredrick now 24,
was keen to join his father in the car sales game –
they found a small property in the CBD, registering
the business as E. G. Eager & Son.
Then a third
employee
Wally Webb,
who was a
mechanic and
engineer was
employed to
run
the
workshop.
Edward found the competition from other
Brisbane dealers to be quite cut and thrust. Of
course, nothing has changed in over a century
later. One dealer in particular Canada Cycle &
Motors (CCM) represented several makes, one
being Studebaker.

Feature
These early days of the new car sales business
were to become the dawn of motor sport. With
dealers demonstrating the performance and
durability of their brands. Speed trials were devised,
as were hill climbs and around Brisbane, one of
these was One Tree Hill.
Edward asked their mechanic Wally Webb, to
prepare an Overland for such events. They also
needed a confident driver. Edward thought of his
son Fred, knowing of his interest in driving, asked
him if he’d like to take on the challenge. When Wally
completed the fine tuning of the car, which he had
painted white. Fred then took up the challenge of
honing his driving skills in the white car, which they
christened ‘Whitey’.
Fred soon became a star at wheeling Whitey up
One Tree Hill and was challenged by CCM’s
Studebaker driven by their specialist driver, Alec
Jewell. The Studebaker had a six-cylinder engine,
where the Overland was powered by a smaller fourcylinder unit but, was much lighter and somewhat
more-nimble than the bigger Studebaker. The two
cars were matched against each other at several
such events. Fred and Whitey became a winning
combination.
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The racing window was between 2:30 and 4:30 pm
Christmas Day, an hour either side of the tide’s
lowest ebb. The Automobile Club of Queensland
was in attendance with timing equipment set up.
Alec Jewell and the Studebaker made the first
run. It took 22 seconds between the start and finish
lines with a recorded speed of 81¾ miles per hour.
Then Fred Eager and Whitey made their first run,
and it was one second slower at 23 seconds. He
then went back for a
second run and the
elapsed time was 22
seconds. Alec then took a
second run and, this time
took 3/5 of a second off the
previous run, breaking the
Southport Xmas Day 1916
deadlock
at
21&2/5th
seconds at a speed of 84½
miles per hour. Fred then
tried a third run but, was
unable to crack his
previous 22 second time.
He had given Whitey his all
but, there was no way he
could wring anymore speed from Whitey over the
timed half mile. Alec piloting the Studebaker was
declared the winner.
Eagers Automotive in business a century later.
Those who have either lived in or passed through
Brisbane, will know of, or have seen, the name
Eagers Automotive which in 1930 took over the GM
vehicles and parts distribution for Queensland and
northern NSW. At that time, Eager’s ceased to be
the Australian Willys Overland importer

Fred Eager and Whitey after breaking the
to Toowoomba
speed run
in a test
record
It Brisbane
was decided
to hold an outright
speed
and
time of 2 hours 35 minutes on 5th July 1918.
It was decided to hold an outright speed test and
set an Australian land-speed record for a petrolpowered car. Southport beach was chosen and the
25th December 1916 was the chosen date when the
tide would be low and the sand well compacted.

That very Studebaker and Whitey are both in great
condition with their current owners here in 2022.

artomobile
Fiona Kain
0405 848 868
ﬁona@artomobile.com.au
@artomobileau
www.artomobile.com.au

Mothers Day
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Mothers Day
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The General Motor’s muscle car challenge
when its Pontiac Trans-Am Firebird and
Chevrolet Corvette Stingray go head-to-head!

Out and about
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Well, we found out that the Southern Catch in Batemans Bay was the place not to go for a casual fish and
chips lunch! It wasn't quite what we expected having to try and order our lunch online via our phones. It
was bloody expensive with basic fish and chips being $37.00. The same at Innes Boat Shed is $19.00.

June Wheel Nuts
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What a roll-up of members we had, they came in some 40 odd cars of all shapes and sizes
Oh yes, of course, it was time to greet the Treasurer and pay your annual membership fees

A mighty
Moke and
even a land
crab with its
mouth open

Legendary
American
Muscle
Casey’s
MG GT
Old Bob’s
MX5

A line up of GM product even a 1954 Vauxhall at centre stage

Events –

Wheel Nuts 1st Sunday not January 10am at Ulladulla Harbour

July
Sunday 3rd
Wednesday 13th
Sunday 17th
Wednesday 31st

Wheel-nuts at Ulladulla Harbour. Meet on site from 10:00 finish ~ 12:00pm
General meeting – Milton Ulladulla Bowling Club 7:30pm
30th Birthday party at Lake Tabourie Caravan Park on-site 10am
Lunch run to Mogo Zoo, meet Hwy opposite Lynns Removals 09:30 Depart

August
Sunday 7th

Wheel-nuts at Ulladulla Harbour. Meet on site from 10:00-10:30am. Short
coffee and greet, finish ~ 12:00pm
General meeting – Milton Ulladulla Bowling Club 6pm – (Combined with AGM)
N.B. Annual General Meeting will be followed by dinner at 7:30pm
BBQ Narrawallee Reserve. BYO everything BBQs available. Meet onsite10am

Saturday 13th
Sunday 21st
September
Sunday 4th
Thursday 8th
Sunday 11th
Wednesday 14th
Tuesday 27th
October
Sunday 2nd
Wednesday 12th
Saturday 15th
Wednesday 26th
Friday 28th
Saturday 29th

Wheel-nuts at Ulladulla Harbour. Meet on site from 10:00-10:30am. Short coffee
and greet, finish ~ 12:00pm
Run to Tilba Ale House meet up TBA
Father’s Day BBQ – Lions Park Burrill Lake
General meeting – Milton Ulladulla Bowling Club 7:30pm
Picnic run - Mollymook. Depart Civic Centre 09:30am
Wheel-nuts at Ulladulla Harbour. Meet on site from 10:00-10:30am. Short coffee
and greet, finish ~ 12:00pm
General meeting – Milton Ulladulla Bowling Club 7:30pm
Luci’s Café @ Bawley Point – meet Highway opposite Lynns Removals 9:30
Lunch run to Innes Boat Shed – Bateman’s Bay, meet Highway opposite Lynns
Removals for 10am Departure
Two-day trip to Goulburn area with plenty of interesting venues to see.
Meet up TBA – we need to know numbers so please events co-ordinator asap.

“NO ONE KNOWS YOUR
P A S S I O N L I K E S H A N N O N S.”

The passion, the pride of ownership, the sheer emotional attachment – no one understands it better than
Shannons. So when it comes to insurance for your special car, daily drive, bike or even your home, there’s
only one person you should talk to – a fellow enthusiast at Shannons. And remember, you can pay your
premium by the month at no extra cost.
So call Shannons for a

quote on 13 46 46.

INSURANCE FOR MOTORING ENTHUSIASTS | CALL 13 46 46 FOR A QUOTE | SHANNONS.COM.AU
Shannons Pty Limited ABN 91 099 692 636 is an authorised representative of AAI Limited ABN 48 005 297 807, the product issuer. Read the Product Disclosure Statement before buying this insurance. Contact us for a copy.

